The process algebra paradigm • Components are terms of an algebra of terms (C, ≅ ) generated from C 0 by using operators from GL • ≅ is a congruence compatible with semantics Component Component--based construction based construction --Requirements Requirements
Find sets of glue operators meeting the following requirements: • A connector is a set of ports which can be involved in an interaction
• Port attributes (complete , incomplete ) are used to distinguish between rendezvous and broadcast.
• An interaction of a connector is a set of ports such that: either it contains some complete port or it is maximal. Priorities are a powerful tool for restricting non-determinism:
I Interaction nteraction modeling modeling --Examples Examples
• they allow straightforward modeling of urgency and scheduling policies for real-time systems
• run to completion and synchronous execution can be modeled by assigning priorities to threads •~66% due to communication (can be reduced by composing components at compile time)
-function calls by atomic components to the execution engine for synchronization.
•~34% due to resolution of non determinism (can be reduced by narrowing the search space at compile time) elegant and powerful but we absolutely need associated executable semantic models to be able to faithfully apply theory in methods and tools
Operational semantics:
inherent difficulties to deal with concurrency and resource modeling
For both:
We need « high level » semantic frameworks where structure is a first class entity. • Study Component Algebras CA= (B, GL,⊕, ≅), where (GL,⊕) is a commutative monoid ≅ is a congruence compatible with operational semantics
• Given two component algebras defined on the same set of atomic components, CA1 is more expressive than CA2 if ∀P ∀B1, .,Bn ∃gl2∈GL2. gl2(B1, .,Bn) sat P ⇒ ∃ gl1∈GL1. gl1(B1, …Bn) sat P Discussion Discussion --Summary Summary for BIP for BIP Framework for component-based construction encompassing heterogeneity and relying on a minimal set of constructs and principles
Clear separation between structure (interaction +priority) and behavior
• Structure is a first class entity
• Layered description => separation of concerns => incrementality
• Correctness-by-construction techniques for deadlockfreedom and liveness, based (mainly) on sufficient conditions on the structure
